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On behalf of Sport England, I’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for your school’s participation in the Active Lives Children and Young People survey.

By contributing to this research, you have increased the understanding of how children and young people engage with sport and physical activity. This will provide Sport England, Government and other partners with a deeper and richer understanding of youngsters’ participation and attitudes, helping shape future policy and investment.

In appreciation of your valued contribution, please select a reward from this catalogue as a thank you from Sport England. We hope that your choice will enhance the active opportunities available to pupils at your school.

Together, we hold a vital role in safeguarding the future of our children’s health, as a positive experience of physical activity or sport at a young age can help encourage a lifetime of participation.

Thank you,

Mike Diaper

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CHILDREN, YOUNG PEOPLE AND TACKLING INACTIVITY
SPORT ENGLAND
**SPACE HOPPER RACE SET - UP TO 9 YEARS**

For children up to 9 years. Includes 6 x 450mm blue mini-hoppers, 25 space markers, an air pump, 2 x blue and 2 x green Mastersport flexi-cones, a 500mm cloth covered balloon ball, 3 x small green vests and 3 x small blue vests.

**SPACE HOPPER RACE SET - 9+**

For ages 9+. Includes 6 x 550mm blue mini-hoppers, 25 space markers, an air pump, 2 x blue and 2 x green Mastersport flexi-cones, a 500mm cloth covered balloon ball, 3 x medium green vests and 3 x medium blue vests.

**GAMES KIT**

This kit has something to occupy everyone, be it group games or activities, partner or even individual activity.

**FITNESS DEVELOPMENT TEAM KIT**

Designed to assist in the development of ability, balance, coordination and reaction speed. Set includes 2 x foot speed flat ladders (length 2m) and 12 x training hurdles (height 150mm). Supplied with bag.

**SPORTS DAY PACK**

An ideal kit for an array of fun activities, which could also include sports days. Contents include a set of relay batons, a set of jump sacks, a set of 3 legged race ties, a set of egg and spoons, 6 skipping ropes, 4 bean bags, a set of space markers, a whistle and a storage bag.

**JUGGLING SKILLS PACK**

An array of equipment that will assist in teaching the art of juggling. Start with the sets of flutter-by scarves and progress to more complex activities after trying out newly learned skills. Easy to follow Juggling Instruction Leaflet included.

**MULTI SPORT BALL CADDY**

Light but sturdy construction and folds for easy storage. Holds 12 sports balls, 470 x 490 x 650mm.

**SPORTS KIT**

An array of equipment that will assist in teaching the art of juggling. Start with the sets of flutter-by scarves and progress to more complex activities after trying out newly learned skills. Easy to follow Juggling Instruction Leaflet included.
GIANT TUNNEL
Ideal for energetic play. Made from nylon. Size 3700 x 900mm diameter.

TEN PIN BOWLING KIT
Soft moulded foam bowling set and mat. Age 4+

PARACHUTE CANOPY
Giant nylon parachute with 16 reinforced grip straps fitted at intervals around the perimeter. Brings excitement to children’s group activities and helps to create trust and coordination. Comes in an easy storage drawstring bag.

A VITSOFT BEAM
Practice balancing skills on this lightweight foam beam covered with soft vinyl, giving a firm but comfortable surface for younger children. 2500 x 80 x 150mm (lhxw).

TWO GIANT CATCH NETS
Two giant catch nets designed to stand both horizontally and vertically so it can be used for both throwing and kicking games. The catch hoop is 820mm diameter.

AVITSOFT BEAM
Practice balancing skills on this lightweight foam beam covered with soft vinyl, giving a firm but comfortable surface for younger children. 2500 x 80 x 150mm (lhxw).

TWO GIANT CATCH NETS
Two giant catch nets designed to stand both horizontally and vertically so it can be used for both throwing and kicking games. The catch hoop is 820mm diameter.

PLAY

10 CREDITS
X119074

5 CREDITS
040968

10 CREDITS
141267

5 CREDITS
X147845

10 CREDITS
X120613
**BUCKET BLAST**

Encourages team work, self confidence, and hand to eye coordination. Running, throwing and balancing activities using bean bags, blindfolds and buckets. Develops children’s competence and confidence to move with agility, balance and co-ordination and to communicate, collaborate and compete with others. Includes: buckets with straps, 24 bean bags, 4 boundary cones, 6 blindfolds, storage bag and instruction booklet for 15 indoor and outdoor games. Suitable for up to 35 children.

**5 CREDITS**

262362

---

**SMALL BALL KIT**

Vibrant colours, tactile surfaces and interesting shapes make up this collection of small balls intended for general play. Set contains 50 balls that are supplied in a mesh bag.

**5 CREDITS**

X162943

---

**GIANT SNAKES AND LADDERS**

For use indoor or out. Made from durable wipe-clean material. Comes with two 150mm sided inflatable dice. Children move themselves up and down the board by the snakes and ladders. Mat size 3000 x 3000mm.

**5 CREDITS**

X10085

---

**FIRST PLAY SENSORY FEET**

Set of 12 non-slip feet, each pair has a textured surface to engage the sense of touch/feel and are also suitable for colour recognition whilst developing movement and balance skills.

**2 CREDITS**

167916

---

**TIME TRACKER**

Ages 3 - 13. Keep children on track with this unique electronic timer. Easy program green, yellow and red sections and 6 sounds to indicate the time allotted. With 180° viewing, it teaches time management.

**2 CREDITS**

126500

---

**COTTON BEANBAGS**

Bag of 36. A mixed colour set; 9 each of Blue, Green, Red, and Yellow Bean Bags. 140 x 100mm

**2 CREDITS**

263478

---

**PRIMARY DISCUS PACK**

Soft vinyl discus. Supplied in a bag of 4 (1 each of Blue, Green, Red and Yellow). Dia 160mm. Weight 200g.

**2 CREDITS**

X139692

---

**CLOTH COVERED BALLOON BALLS**

Set of 4. These colourful and lightweight balls are ideal to help children develop their initial skills by floating gently through the air, allowing children time to focus and position themselves before they hit the ball. Cloth cover is washable.

**1 CREDIT**

226548

---

**NUMBER CONES SET**

Set of 10. 230mm cones with clear numbers for easy visibility. Colours may vary.

**1 CREDIT**

154512

---

For use indoor or out. Made from durable wipe-clean material. Comes with two 150mm sided inflatable dice. Children move themselves up and down the board by the snakes and ladders. Mat size 3000 x 3000mm.
SPORT SPECIFIC

POPLACROSSE
TARGETGAME

Have fun and at the same time practice passing and shooting accuracy. The set contains 8 lacrosse sticks, 24 hook and loop foam balls, supplied in a holdall and a hook and loop pop up target.

TOP CREDITS
X161765

LONG JUMP MAT

For indoor use. Made from heavy duty polyester with PVC anti slip back. 3m length with 5cm intervals. Supplied in a nylon tie cord bag for easy storage.

5 CREDITS
X122715

ENGLANDHANDBALL
STARTER KIT

Everything you need to introduce the basics of Handball. Kit contains: 12 x SAFABALL SoftTouch handballs, 14 x medium bibs (10 - 14 years) and holdall.

10 CREDITS
X119422

BASKETBALL
BASICSSET

Set includes: 10 x Master Play® Basketballs (size 7), 1 x set of 7 medium red bibs, 1 x set of 7 medium blue bibs, 1 x Mitre® hand pump, 1 x set of 25 spacemarkers, 1 x playsport drawstring bag and 1 x ESPO storage sack.

10 CREDITS
X140624

MINI HOCKEY GOALS

Ideal for indoor use, with folding side frames for easy storage. Manufactured from 22mm diameter x 1.6mm thick steel. Polyester powder coated yellow. Complete with nets.

10 CREDITS
X131305

ENGLAND HANDBALL
STARTER KIT

Everything you need to introduce the basics of Handball. Kit contains: 12 x SAFABALL SoftTouch handballs, 14 x medium bibs (10 - 14 years) and holdall.

10 CREDITS
X119422

BRITISHORIENTEERING
STARTERPACK

The British Orienteering Starter Pack is a convenient bag containing all you need to teach orienteering and set up a course for your class. The contents include 10 x orienteering flags, a set of 10 x coded punches, 8 x educational compasses and a set of 100 x school control cards, all supplied in a drawing bag plus the teaching orienteering book produced in collaboration with British Orienteering.

10 CREDITS
X145067

SPORTSPECIFIC

10 CREDITS
X140624

FOUR VOLLEYBALLS

4 x 230g volleyballs

5 CREDITS
805858

10 CREDITS
X131305

FOUR VOLLEYBALLS

4 x 230g volleyballs

5 CREDITS
805858
An excellent multi-skills set for beginner rounders players. This set contains enough of everything so that 4 games can take place simultaneously. Different bats and balls are included to enable differentiation for varying abilities. Set contains:

- 4 x batting tees and bases
- 4 x foam bats
- 4 x flatty bats
- 4 x all play soft balls
- 4 x 90mm foam balls
- 16 x cones
- 1 x bag
- 1 x set of games cards for ideas.

**PRIMARY ROUNDERS SET**

Includes 2 x size 6 bats, 2 x size 5 bats, 2 x size 4 bats, 4 x junior size 43/4oz balls, 4 x abdo guards (junior), 1 x pack of 50 spacemarkers and 1 kit bag.

**CRICKET PACK**

Two sets of four posts. Supplied with rubber bases, posts 1.2m high.

**ROUNDERS POSTS**

- 10 CREDITS
- X149315

- 5 CREDITS
- X135517
FITNESS

STUDIO KETTLEBELLS
Set includes one each of 4kg, 8kg, 12kg & 16kg.

MEDICINE BALLS
Easy to handle and perfect for indoor and outdoor training. Set includes one each: 2kg, 3kg, 4kg and 5kg.

NEOPRENE DUMBBELLS
Set contains:
1 x pair 1kg weights
1 x pair 2kg weights
1 x pair 3kg weights
1 x pair 4kg weights

10 CREDITS
X167491

10 CREDITS
X167463

5 CREDITS
X167374

CIRCUITS SET
Contains 2 pairs of Active Plus Training Gloves, 2 pairs of high performance hook and jab pads, 2 medicine balls (2kg and 5kg), 2 skipping ropes and a holdall.

COLOURED SKIPPING ROPES
Set of 12 2m long skipping ropes, 8mm diameter with sealed ends. Ideal for team games.

10 CREDITS
X163583

1 CREDIT
264164
Items included: Blob Mindfulness to promote calm and encourage focus and concentration; Mindfulness in Early Years, an early years resource CD of scripts ready to pick up and use; and Mindfulness in a Tin containing cards to bring calmness, aid focus and develop positivity.

MINDFULNESS PRIMARY BUNDLE
5 CREDITS
X156889

Includes a number of resources: Blob Mindfulness book to promote calm and encourage focus and concentration; Mindfulness Manual; Let’s Talk About Mindfulness Cards; Mindfulness in a Tin containing cards to bring calmness, aid focus and develop positivity; and Positive Affirmation Cards.

MINDFULNESS SECONDARY BUNDLE
10 CREDITS
X156872

HEALTHY LIVING KIT
Includes a Brain Breaks Directory, a set of 10 positivity posters and a set of 6 healthy living board games.
5 CREDITS
X156755

CALMING STRATEGIES KIT
A set of 5 posters, each with a different calming strategy. The feelings bulletin board helps students to communicate their own feelings using visuals of various emotions and an easy to follow yoga guide with illustrative cards.
5 CREDITS
X165620

HEALTHY EATING GAMES KIT
Learn about healthy eating with this game containing 46 double-sided cards, 5 shopping bags, a 12 page teacher guide and the Eatwell Guide. Improve memory skills with this Matching Pairs Card game containing 56 cards (2 of each) printed with real life photos of different healthy foods.
5 CREDITS
X156739

WELLBEING

HEALTHY LIVING KIT

CALMING STRATEGIES KIT

HEALTHY EATING GAMES KIT

EMOTIONS KIT
Through activities, poems and games, children will develop an understanding of their emotions and the impact they have on themselves and others. Kit includes: Feeling Snappy Card Game, Feeling Funny Flip Book, Block Heads Cards, Poems with Feelings and Bag of Buddies.
5 CREDITS
X161259

HEALTHY EATING KIT

Includes pack of 125 stickers with 5 different designs, magnetic health board with 34 magnetic food pieces. Food and nutrition photopack includes 20 A4 laminated photos with activity book. Greedy gorilla game promotes healthy eating.
5 CREDITS
808997

HEALTHY EATING KIT

5 CREDITS
X156739

5 CREDITS
X156889

5 CREDITS
X156872

5 CREDITS
X156755

5 CREDITS
X165620

5 CREDITS
X161259

5 CREDITS
808997
**SOCIAL SKILLS BOARD GAMES**

Set of 6. This board game set models good social skills and behaviour, including morals, manners, empathy, friendship, showing emotions and managing emotions. Support and consolidate the development of social and emotional skills, as well as strong friendships in your classroom.

**BLINDFOLDS**

Set of 6. Brightly-coloured, double-layered blindfolds for a complete blackout to help children focus and concentrate. Colours may vary.

**REACTION BALLS**

100mm diameter, pack of 4. Reaction Balls are intended to help develop concentration and quick reactions. These six-sided moulded rubber balls are designed to be thrown or dropped onto a hard surface to produce an unpredictable bounce!

**GET KNOTTED**

Throw the two giant inflatable dice to find out which part of the body to place on which colour flower. Get twisted up with the other players to make the game more difficult for them. Includes a 3m square play mat, pegs to secure it to the lawn and 2 giant inflatable dice. Packed in a compact 300mm square colourful box with carry handle.
HOW TO ORDER

1 Select your rewards up to the value of your allowance – your reward value was included in your covering letter

2 Complete the order form

3 Email to c.services@espo.org

DELIVERIES

Orders coming direct from our warehouse (codes in black) will arrive within 5 working days, orders coming from our suppliers (codes in blue) will arrive within 15 working days.

CONTACT US

For enquiries please contact:
Phone: 0116 265 7901 option 4
Email: sportengland@espo.org

RETURNS ADVICE

Only goods which are damaged or faulty are able to be returned, please contact the number above within 48 hours of receiving your goods.

Terms and conditions apply, see espo.org/sportengland for more information.

INCLUSIVE SPORT & ACTIVITY

GOALBALL EQUIPMENT KIT
Goalball is a fast paced team sport that can be played by all young people. Playing the game will develop communication and teamwork skills and give them a real appreciation of those who are visually impaired. Contains: 2 x foamed 200mm goalballs (with 3 bells inside), 12 x blindfolds and 1 x bag.

BOCCIA SET
An affordable fun Parasport for all. Can be used by all ages and abilities. Set contains 6 red balls, 6 blue balls and a white ball in a bag.

SENSORY BALL KIT
An inspiring collection of tactile equipment in different shapes and sizes selected to encourage basic catching and throwing skills.

GOALBALL
Equipment Kit
5 CREDITS
X119252

BOCCIA SET
10 CREDITS
X111553

SENSORY BALL KIT
10 CREDITS
X163591

INCLUSIVE SPORT & ACTIVITY

An affordable fun Parasport for all. Can be used by all ages and abilities. Set contains 6 red balls, 6 blue balls and a white ball in a bag.

An inspiring collection of tactile equipment in different shapes and sizes selected to encourage basic catching and throwing skills.

An affordable fun Parasport for all. Can be used by all ages and abilities. Set contains 6 red balls, 6 blue balls and a white ball in a bag.

An inspiring collection of tactile equipment in different shapes and sizes selected to encourage basic catching and throwing skills.

An affordable fun Parasport for all. Can be used by all ages and abilities. Set contains 6 red balls, 6 blue balls and a white ball in a bag.

An inspiring collection of tactile equipment in different shapes and sizes selected to encourage basic catching and throwing skills.